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USING FLOWS TO CONSTRUCT

HILBERT SPACE FACTORS OF FUNCTION SPACES!1)

BY

JAMES KEESLING

Abstract. Let X and Y be metric spaces. Let G(X) be the group of homeo-

morphisms of X with the compact open topology. The main result of this paper is that

if X admits a nontrivial flow, then G(X) is homeomorphic to G(X) x /2 where l2 is

separable infinite-dimensional Hubert space. The techniques are applied to other

function spaces with the same result. Two such spaces for which our techniques apply

are the space of imbeddings of X into Y, E(X, Y), and the space of light open

mappings of X into (or onto) Y, LO (X, Y). Some applications of these results are

given. The paper also uses flows to show that if X is the sin (l/;c)-curve, then G(X)

is homeomorphic to /2 x TV, where N is the integers.

Introduction. Throughout this paper let X be a metric space and GiX) the

group of homeomorphisms of X endowed with the compact open topology. It is

well known that under these circumstances GiX) may not be a topological group,

although in [4] Arens gives relatively mild conditions on X under which GiX)

is a topological group. At present there is an interest in GiX) for X a manifold

with boundary. Whittaker has studied the algebraic properties of GiX) for X

a compact manifold with boundary and shown that if C7(A'1) is algebraically

isomorphic to GiX2), then Xx and X2 are homeomorphic [30]. Cernavskii [9]

and [10], Edwardsand Kirby [13], Geoghegan [15], and Mason [23] have studied

the topological properties of GiX) for X a manifold. For X a manifold which

is not necessarily connected or separable GiX) has the following topological

properties :

(1) GiX) is homeomorphic to GiX)xl2 [15]. Actually this is shown for X any

locally compact simplicial complex as well in [15].

(2) If X is compact, then w-compact subsets of GiX) are negligible, that is, GiX)

is homeomorphic to GiX) — F where F is any a-compact subset of GiX) [23]. In

[15] this is shown to be true of GiX) for A'any separable manifold or any separable

locally compact simplicial complex.
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(3) For a large class of manifolds, X including the compact ones with boundary

G(X) is locally contractible [9] and [10], [13], and [22]. It should be remarked that

if X is the plane R2 less an infinite closed discrete set, then G(X) is not locally

contractible. Thus G(X) is not always locally contractible even if X is a connected

manifold without boundary. What one would like to show is that G(X) is a separ-

able Fréchet manifold whenever X is a compact manifold [3]. (By a separable Fréchet

manifold is meant a separable metric space which is locally homeomorphic to l2

where l2 is a separable infinite-dimensional Hubert space. These are called topo-

logical Banach manifolds in [3] and are required to be connected there.) There are

several proofs that G(X) is a separable Fréchet manifold when Xis a 1-dimensional

manifold (the first proof was by Anderson [2]), but for higher dimensional mani-

folds the problem remains unsolved.

If "A" is the Hubert cube, it is known that G(X) has the three properties enumerated

above also (see [28], [31], and [15]). Actually G(X) is contractible in this case [28]

and the conjecture is that it is homeomorphic to /2 [3]. It would be equivalent to

prove in this case that G(X) is a separable Fréchet manifold by [17]. Some topo-

logical properties of G(X) for other metric spaces have been studied by Brechner

[7] and [8] and Keesling [21].

The main result of this paper is that for a large class of metric spaces X, G(X)

is homeomorphic to G(X) x l2. Specifically if X admits a nontrivial flow (a flow is a

topological group action of the additive reals on X), then G(X) has l2 as a topo-

logical factor. As pointed out in [15] a result in [1] then implies that cr-compact

subsets of G(X) are negligible if G(X) is separable metric. Therefore if X is locally

compact separable metric and admits a nontrivial flow, then a-compact subsets of

G(X) are negligible. These results are proved in §3 of the paper. Actually our results

apply to other function spaces as well as G(X) as we point out in §4. We believe that

our techniques will have other applications as well. It is significant that our results

hold even though the function spaces involved may have very bad separation

properties. They may not even be normal, let alone metrizable. Also in the case of

G(X), the results hold even when G(X) is not a topological group.

Flows on spaces occur in very general circumstances and so we consider our

results a substantial improvement of the results in [15] and [23]. One can easily

show that all spaces admitting cone patches [15] and all manifolds [23] admit

nontrivial flows and thus the results in this paper are a proper generalization.

However, an important part of our proof is from Geoghegan's extension of Morse's

results [15]. These results are summarized for our purposes in §2 of this paper.

Besides other spaces the results here apply to the homeomorphism group of the

hyperspace of a space admitting a flow. Using flows we also construct homeo-

morphisms of the hyperspace which are the identity on the singleton sets.

In §6 of the paper we use flows to show that the group of homeomorphisms of

the familiar sin (l/x)-curve is homeomorphic to l2 x N where Ais the integers. There

are other related results in this section as well.
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Notation. As has already been indicated l2 denotes separable infinite-

dimensional Hubert space as a topological space. If Z and Q are topological spaces,

then Z~ Q will mean that Z is homeomorphic to Q.

It would be helpful if the reader had some previous knowledge of function spaces

and the compact open topology. If X and Y are metric spaces, we denote the con-

tinuous functions from X to y by CiX, Y) and we give this set the compact open

topology. If K is compact in X and V is open in Y, then

iK,V) = {feCiX,Y):f[K]^ V}.

The compact open topology has as a subbasis all sets of the form (AT, V). If FiX, Y)

is a subspace of CiX, Y), then iK, V) will denote iK, V) n F(X, Y). Context will

make clear what is intended by (A", V) and this convention will reduce our notation

considerably. A useful reference which deals with the compact open topology is

Chapter 12 of [12]. We also want to observe here that we will be assuming that

both Xand Tare metric spaces and thus ¿-spaces [12, 9.3, p. 248]. Thus we will

have available all of the special theorems on function spaces where the spaces

involved are ¿-spaces in Chapter 12 of [12]. For instance we have the theorem

CiX, CiY,Z))~CiXx Y,Z) provided Xx Y is a it-space [12, Theorem 5.3, p.

265]. The reader should observe the caveat that if Xx Y is not a ¿-space, then

CiX, CiY,Z)) may not be homeomorphic to C(Ix Y,Z).

1. The dimension of GiX). Recall that we are assuming that X is a metric space

throughout the paper. In [21] it is shown that if GiX) is locally compact, then

dim GiX) = 0. In [7] it is shown that there is a compact metric space X with the

property that dim G(A')=1. In [8] it is shown that if X admits a nontrivial flow

then dim GiX) = co. This result is also a corollary to Theorem III.2 of this paper.

Using a theorem of Gleason we are able to improve this result.

1.1. Theorem If X is compact or locally compact and locally connected and GiX)

contains an arc, then dim GiX) = co.

Proof. Suppose that A is an arc in G(X). By the results in [4] GiX) is a topological

group. We may suppose that e e A where e is the identity homeomorphism of X.

Let P = U"=i iA u A'1)". Then B is a subgroup of GiX) and B is arcwise con-

nected. We have two cases.

Case (i). dim B=ao.

In this case we note that B is a-compact and thus Lindelöf. Since GiX) is regular,

so is B and thus B is normal. Let ibea positive integer. By [27, Theorem VII.2,

p. 193], there is a compact set Km B with dim K^k. But then dim GiX)^k also.

Therefore dim GiX) = <x> in this case.

Case (ii). dim B<ao.

In this case let B* be the locally arcwise connected group associated with B

[16, Definition 3.3]. By Corollary 7.3 of [16] B* is a Lie group and thus contains a

nontrivial one parameter subgroup. This implies that B contains a nontrivial one
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parameter subgroup as well [16, Theorem 3.2(5)]. Since A" is a espace, this implies

that X admits a nontrivial flow [12, Corollary 3.2, p. 261]. Now apply the results

of [8] or Theorem III.2 of this paper to say that dim G(X) = ao. The proof of the

theorem is now complete.

1.2. Remark. If G is any topological group which contains an arc we have essen-

tially shown that either dim G = oo or G contains a nontrivial one parameter subgroup.

1.3. Example. Let 38 be the Lebesgue measurable subsets of [0, 1] and let

Lebesgue measure be denoted by A. Let Jf be the sets of Lebesgue measure zero.

The operation of symmetric difference on 38, A A B = (A — B) u (B—A), is a group

operation and Jf is a subgroup of 38. Let S(X) = 38/Jf. Define the metric d on

S(X) by d({A}, {B}) = \(A A B) for A, B e 38. Then 5(A) is a topological group in

this topology. The mapping C: [0, 1] x 5(A) -► 5(A) defined by C(t,{A}) = {tA}

= {{ta : a e A}} can be easily seen to be a contraction of 5(A) to a point. Thus 5(A)

contains many arcs, but no one parameter subgroups since every element of 5(A)

has order two. One can easily verify that 5(A) is infinite dimensional as Remark 1.2

implies. Bessaga and Pelczyriski have recently shown that 5(A) is actually homeo-

morphic to l2 [6].

2. Parameterizing curves. In this section we give a summary of the results from

Morse [25] and their extension in [15] which will be needed in the next section. No

proofs are given since we are simply restating results in §1 of [15] to have them in

convenient form for reference. One should consult §1 of [15] for Geoghegan's

proofs of these results.

II. 1. Definition. Let / be the unit interval [0, I] and let C(I, X) be the con-

tinuous functions from / into X. Then let

C'(I, X) = {fe C(I, X) : fis not constant},

D(I, X) = {fe C(I, X) : fis not constant on any interval},

E(I, X) = {fe C(I, X) : fis an imbedding},

M0(I) = {fe C(I, I) : fis monotone increasing and onto},

Ha(I) = {fE M~o(I) :/'s a homeomorphism}.

We endow these sets of functions with the compact open topology, which in this

case is the same as that induced by the metric d(f g) = sup{d(f(x),g(x)) : xeI}.

II.2. Definition. Let «^2 be an integer and let

An = {(tx,...,tn):0^ dá-Stíl}.

Let fe C(I, X) and define 8(f tx,..., in) = min {d(f(ti),f(ti + x)) : 1 <i£n-l}. Let

/*„(/) = sup {§(/, tx,..., i„) : (íi, ...,tn)e An}. Then let

p(f)= 2 21->„(/)•
n = 2

It is shown in [15] and [25] that p. is continuous from C(I, X) into [0, oo). Now

let kt:I->I be defined by kt(s) = ts for O^i^ 1. Let fe C(I, X) and define /,
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=f° kt. Then pifi) ranges between 0 and pif). If O^sSpif), then there is a ts such

that pifts)=s. Iff,: /-* JTis defined by fuis/pif)) = fits) for OS* £/*(/), then/, is

well defined and continuous for all/e C'(7, A). Also fuip~ift)/pif)) =/(')• F°r the

constant functions in C(7, A) let/M=/.

11.3. Proposition. Le/ «/«: C(7, X)-+C{I, Jf) 6e <*>/?««/ «V 4>if)=U 7Ä« </-
is a continuous retraction and the image of C\I, X) under «/« is contained in D(7, Ar).

Furthermore, the image of Eil, X) is contained in E{I, X). Iffe C(/, X), then pif)

has the same range as f does.

We denote the image of £(7, X) under «/< as 7JH(7, X) and the image of 7J)(7, X)

as £>„(/, X).

11.4. Definition. Now letr: C\I, X)^-M0(I) be defined by rif)it)=pift)/p(f).

Then «/«(/) o rif) =f as pointed out above.

11.5. Proposition. The map r: C'(/, X) -> M0(7) is continuous. For fe 7)(7, .Y),

r(/) e 770(7). The map G : C'U, X)-> Z>„(/, X) x A/0(7) defined by G(f)=(>Kf), 'CO)
is a homeomorphism ofC'il, X) onto DJJ, X) x A/0(7). Also G restricted to Eil, X)

maps onto EJJ, X) x 770(7) and G restricted to D{I, X) maps onto Dß(I, X) x 770(7).

The continuity of G in Proposition II.5 is proved in Theorem 1.17 of [15]. We

will need Propositions II.3 and II.5 in the sequel.

3. Factors of GiX). In this section we show that any metric space which

admits a nontrivial flow has the property that GiX)~GiX)xl2. Certain other

function spaces also have this property. These further results are stated and their

proofs indicated at the end of this section and in the next section. We prove

Theorem III.2 in detail. We scurry over the details in the proofs of the other related

theorems since they are similar to the details in the proof of Theorem III.2.

An essential part of the proof of Theorem III.2 depends on the fact that 770(7)

~/2. There are at least two proofs of this theorem which are currently circulating.

There is a manuscript of R. D. Anderson [2] containing one proof discovered by

him using results in [1]. The following proof was communicated to me by James

West who heard it from R. Connelly who heard it from Morton Brown.

III.l. Theorem. 770(7)~/2.

Proof. We will only sketch the proof. The details are routine to verify. We will

show that H0(I) is homeomorphic to n™=o 0?=i (P> On,«.- It will then follow that

770(7) is homeomorphic to l2 by [3]. Let (xn,¡) e n™=o 11?; i (0, l)»,i- We wil1 define

an orientation preserving homeomorphism h oí I associated with (xrtii). Suppose

that n is given and that we have defined points /4n={0 = o¡o<aí< • • • <ce2" = l} and

Bn = {Q=ßi<ßi< ... <ßn2* = l} and defined h such that A(«?)=#> for /=0, 1,..., 2n.

We extend the definition of h to a set of points An + x^An onto Bn + x^>Bn with each

of An + X and Bn+x having 2n +1 +1 points. If n is odd, then let z¡ be the midpoint of
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the interval [«?_!, a?] for /'= 1, 2,..., 2n and let yi = h(zi) = xnJß1l-ß^x)+ßf_x.

If n is even, then let yt be the midpoint of the interval [/8f_l5 ßf] and let zi = h~1(yi)

=*„,,(«,*-af.i)+«?_!. Then let ^B + 1 = /i„ u {z,}£i and Bn + x = Bnv {ytflx- Then

we will have/in+1={0 = «S+1<---<«Sn++1i = l}andßn+1 = {0=J8S+1<---<^„++11 = l}

with /¡(a|l + 1) = /3f + 1. Proceeding in this way and letting A = {J™=1An and B

= U™=i Bn, A and B will be dense in /and h[A] = B will be order preserving. Thus

h will have a continuous extension to an orientation preserving homeomorphism

of / onto itself which will be denoted by h also. If we let F: r]"=o II?" i (°> l)n,¿

—> í/oCO be defined by /r((xni)) = /i, then F is the desired homeomorphism of

n.".orF.i(o, o»., onto #„(/).

III.2. Theorem. Suppose that X admits a nontrivial flow. Then G(X)~G(X) x l2.

Proof. Let F: R x X -> X be a nontrivial flow on Ar and let x0 have a non-

degenerate orbit under F. Let i0 be a positive real number such that F(t0, x0)^x0.

Let Ux and (72 be disjoint open subsets of X such that xQ e Ux and F(t0, x0) e U2.

Then let K<= Ux bean open neighborhood of x0 such that for all y e V, F(t0, y) e U2.

Now if j 6 V, then if Ay is the orbit of y under F and By is the arc component of

Ay n I/, then 5„ is clearly homeomorphic to R and J?v is an arc in X. By Beck's

result in [5] as restated in Theorem 2 of [21], there is a flow F' on X whose set of

fixed points is X— Fand whose orbits are the sets {By : y e V}\J {{x} : x e X— V}.

On p. 270 of [29] Whitney gives an elegant proof of the existence of a local cross-

section for the flow F' at the point x0. Call this local cross-section N. Then N has

the property that (1) N is closed; (2) there is a neighborhood O of x0 such that

every orbit of F' meeting O also meets N; and (3) N has at most one point from

each orbit of F'. We will have no further use for the original flow F, so let us denote

F' by F.

Claim 1. The set F[[— 1, 1] x N] is closed in X and homeomorphic to [— 1, 1]

x N under the mapping F.

Proof of Claim 1. Suppose that F(t¡, x¡) -> z with x¡ e N and i¡ e [— 1, 1] for all i.

Then there is a subsequence {ijy} converging to i0 for some i0 e [— 1, 1]. Resubscript

and call this subsequence {ij. Then F(th x¡) -*■ z still. Since F is a flow,

E(tt — t0,xt)->F( — t0,z). But this implies that x¡-> F( — i0, z). Therefore

F( — t0, z)e Nsince each xt e N. But then z = F(i0, F( — t0, z))andzeF[[ — 1, l]x N]

and we have shown that F[[— 1, l]xV] is closed in X. Now to show that the

restriction of F to [—1, 1] x Ais an imbedding. Clearly T7! [— 1, 1] x Ais one-to-one

and continuous. Now suppose that z¡ = F(í¡, x¡) -> z0 = F(t, x) and suppose that

(h, xl)-\>(t,x)m[—l,l]x N. There are two cases. First of all, suppose that x¡ -*■ x

in N. Then i¡ 4> i. By taking a subsequence of {ij and resubscripting we may sup-

pose that i( ->-p#i in [— 1, 1]. Then F(th x¡) -> F(p, x). However, F(p, x)^F(t, x)

since F\[— 1, 1] x Ais one-to-one. But now we have a sequence converging to two

distinct points in X, a contradiction. In the second case suppose that xt -f> x. Then

there is a subsequence of {x¡} such that no subsequence of it converges to x. Call
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that subsequence {x¡} by resubscripting. We may suppose that tx^p for some

pe[—l,\] by resubscripting if necessary. Now P(/¡, x¡) —> Fit, x) still. Since

ti->p we then have also that Fit¡ — p, x¡) -» Fit —p, x). Of course, f¡—p-»-0

and thus x¡-+F(t—p,x) which places Fit—p,x) in N. Therefore Fit¡, x¡)

->Fip,Fit—p,x)) = Fit,x). Since F[—l,l]xN is one-to-one, p = t and x

= F{t—p, x). But this implies that x¡ -> x, a contradiction. We have now shown

that if Fith Xi) -> F(/, x), then (/j, x¡) -*> (r, x) and Claim 1 is now proved.

We now return to the proof of Theorem III.2. Let Q^N be the set of points in

A^ which are interior to F[[— 1, 1] x A'] in X. Then at least the point x0 is in Q. Now

let/: N->■ [0, 1] be a continuous function having the property that/(x0)= 1 and

f-\0) = N-Q. NowletZ={(?,x)e[-l, IJxJV: M ̂ /(x)}.
Claim 2. The set P[Z] is closed in X, intx F[Z] = {F(t, x) : x e Q and 111 </(*)},

andintxP[[-l, l]x Aí]={P(í, x) : \t\<\ and xeg}.

Proof of Claim 2. Since f[[-l, lJxA'] is closed in X and Z is closed in

[—1, 1] x A'and F\[— 1, 1] x N is an imbedding we immediately have that F[Z] is

closed in X. If we can show that intx F[[— 1, 1] x N] is the set in the claim, then

intx F[Z] can easily be seen to be the set claimed by using the fact that F\[- 1, 1]

x N is an imbedding. So we will consider the claim proved when we have shown

thatintxP[[-l, l]xJV] is the set claimed. Let z = F(t, x) e intx F[[- 1, l]xN]. If

/=1, then let e¡—s«0 with e¡>0 for all i. Then z¡ = P(í-r-e¡, x) converges to z and

zi$F[[— U l]*N] for all /. Therefore z^intxF[[—1, ljxiV], a contradiction.

Therefore t # 1. Similarly r?* — 1 and thus 11 \ < 1. Now suppose that x $ Q. Then

there is a sequence x¡^-x with x¡ $ F[[— 1, 1] x N] for all i. But then

Fit, xt) -> Fit, x) = z. Since z e'mtx F[[—l, l]x N], this sequence is finally in

FU-!, l]x7V]. Thus F(t, xt) = F(tu yd with itt,yi)e[-\, l]xATfor all t£K for

some integer A". Since P|[-l, l]xA^ is an imbedding we must have that (r¡,^)

-> (/, x) and thus f,—r -»■ 0. But P(/¡ — í, y¡) = x¡. Let | /¡ — r | < 1. Then for that i,

XteF[[— 1, l]xJV], a contradiction. Therefore xeQ and we have shown that

intxT^ff-l, l]xN]^{Fit,x) : |r|<l,xeg}. Now suppose that z = F(t,x) with

\t[ < 1 and xe Q and suppose that z,-»-z with z, ^ P[[— 1, l]xJV] for all /'. Then

Fi-t,z¡)-+Fi-t,z) = x. Since x e g, Fi-t,z¡) is finally in Fff-1,1] xN].

Therefore F( — t, z,) = Fitt, x¡) with (/j, x¡) e [— 1, l]x A^ for some residual sub-

sequence of {F( — t, z¡)}. Again using the fact that P|[— 1, 1] x N is an imbedding

we have that (íj, x¡) -> (0, x). Thus f, -*■ 0. But then let K be such that for i^K,

|r+r,| < 1. Then for z'è A" we have zi = P(r + rj, x¡)and z¡ e P[[— 1, l]x A^], a contra-

diction. That is, z e intx /■"[[— 1, 1] x A^], and we have now shown that

intxP[[-l, l]x N]={Fit, x) : \t\<\ and xe Q} and Claim 2 is now proved.

Returning to the proof of Theorem III.2 we now want to describe a way of

factoring the group of homeomorphisms of X. We want to show that GiX) is

homeomorphic to Gca_niX) x FHiX) where GcmiX) and FHiX) will be defined

shortly. We will then show that FHiX) is homeomorphic to FHiX) x l2. We will

then obviously have proved that GiX)~GiX)xl2.
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Now let

FH(X) = {he G(X) : h\X-intx F[Z] is the identity and

h[F[{-f(x),f(x)] x{x}]] = F[[-f(x),f(x)] x {x}] for all x e N}.

If he FH(X), then h will be called a fiber homeomorphism. For x e Q^N the arc

F[[—f(x),f(x)]x{x}] will be called the fiber through x. Let xeQ^N and let

ge'[0,l]->[ — e,e] be a linear map with ge(0)= — e and gE(l) = e. Then let

gx- [0, 1] -> [- 1, I] x N be defined by gx(t) = (gnJt), x). Then the image of [0, 1]

under the map F° gx is just the fiber through x in X. Now we can define C7can(A)

= {he G(X) : for all x e Q, h ° F ° gx = </<(/i ° F o gx)} where i/» is defined in §2 of the

paper. This could also have been expressed as h ° F°gx = (h o Fogx)u as in [15]

and [25].

Claim 3. G(X)~Gc^(X)xFH(X).

Proof of Claim 3. Let h e G(X). We will define mappings /: G(X) -> Gcan(A")

and K: G(X) -^ FH(X) such that h=J(h) ° K(h). We will show that J and K are

continuous. We will then show that if P: G(X) -> Gcaa(X) x FH(X) is defined by

P(h) = (J(h), K(h)), then F is a homeomorphism.

We now define /: G(X) -> Goan(A). Let heG(X) and let J(h)(x)=h(x) for

xe X—intx F[Z]. For x e Q let J(h) be defined on the fiber through x so that

J(h) o F o gx = <\>(h ° F ° gx). At this point it should be clear that: (1) J(h) is a well-

defined function from X onto A'which is one-to-one; (2) J(J(h))=J(h) since </< is a

retraction (Proposition II.3); and (3) if 7(/i) is a homeomorphism of X, then

/(A) e Gcan(A) since i/i is a retraction. Thus we will only have to show that J(h)

is a homeomorphism of X and that J is continuous. Now to show that J(h) is a

homeomorphism it will only be necessary to show that J(h)\F[Z] is an imbedding

since J(h) agrees with h on X— intx F[Z] and /(/i)[F[Z]] is closed in X. We will

show that J(h) ° F: Z -> X is an imbedding. It will then readily follow that

J(h)\F[Z] is an imbedding also. Now suppose that (í¡, x¡) -*■ (i, x) in Z<= [— 1, 1]

xN. If xeN-Q, then i¡^-0 and clearly /(A) ° Fft, x,) -> /(A) ° F(i, x)

= A o F(i, x). Now if x e g, then we may suppose that xte Q for all i since Q is

open in N. But then (Ur=i [-/(*i),/(*i)l x{x¡}) u [-/(x),/(x)] x{x} is homeo-

morphic to [0, 1] x ({x¡}r=i ̂  W)- But then J(h) ° Fis continuous on this set by the

continuity of <p in Proposition II.3 and Theorem 3.1, p. 261 of [12]. Thus we have

that J(h) o F(í¡, Xi) ->/(A) ° F(í, x). Therefore7(/i) »FZ^-Iis continuous. Now

suppose that J(h) ° F(t¡, x¡) -> /(A) ° F(i, x). Then clearly x, -> x. Now if x e A— g,

then ij -^ 0 and i = 0. Thus i¡ -> i in this case. If xe Q, then we may suppose that

Xi e Q for all i. Now J(h) ° F restricted to

(Ü [-/te),/(^)]x{^}) VJ [-/W,/(x)]x{x}

is an imbedding since this set is compact and J(h) ° Fis continuous and one-to-one.

Therefore (i¡, x¡) -> (i, x) in this case also. Therefore J(h) ° F\ Z is an imbedding and

7(A) is a homeomorphism as asserted.
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We will now show that J is continuous from GiX) to Gc¡íniX). Let h e GiX) and

Jih) e iK, V) where K is compact in X and V is open in X. This notation was

discussed in the Notation Section. Let K' = {F(t, x) : \t\Sfix) with x 6 N where

Fiq, x)e K for some \q\ úfix)} u A". Now suppose that for all e>0, there is an he

such that dQieix), A(x)) < e for all xe K' and y(Ae) £ (A", V). Then we can construct

a sequence xt -*x'mK and ht e GiX) such that h¡ converges uniformly on K' to h

and such that /(/¡¡Xx;) £ K for all i. Now if x^ £ intx F[Z] for some subsequence of

{x¡}, then xtj->x and since /(Aj)sä, and Jih) = h on Jf— intx F[Z], we would

have J(Ai/)(x¡/) = Aií(xiJ)->/¡(x)=/(/;)(x) since A, converges to A uniformly on 7C.

But then /(A^X*^) would have to be finally in V, a contradiction. Therefore

{x¡} has to be finally in intx F[Z]. Now suppose that x e A'— Q. Then let xt

= FiU, yd where (/¡, j¡) e Z<=[-\, l]xN. Then j>, -> x and if we let G¡ be the fiber

through yt in 1", then G¡ -> x. Since A¡ converges uniformly to h on 7C we have

that A,[G,]-*A(x). However, /¡i[Gj]=/(Ai)[Gi] and /(AOfo) 6/(A,)[G,]; Thus

Jihdixi) -> A(x)=/(A)(x), contradicting the fact that /(A¡) £ V for all i. Therefore

we are left with the alternative that x = Fiq, y) for some iq, y)eZ with y e Q. Then

let x,=F(t(,yt) with (i„^,)eZ. Then itu yt) -> iq, y). Now hi°F°gyi converges

uniformly to h ° F° gy by the continuity of composition (Theorem 2.2, p. 259, [12])

and by the continuity of «/« we have that <A(A( ° F ° g„() converges uniformly to

i/>ih°F°gy). But this implies that Jihi)° F ° gyiiti,yl)^Jih) ° F ° gyiq,y). This

contradicts the fact that/(/¡¿)(Xi) £ Kfor all i. Therefore we have finally shown that

there is an e>0 such that if d(hix), g(x)) < e for all xe A"' with geGiX), then

Jig) e (K, V). This implies that / is continuous since (K, V) was an arbitrary

subbasic element.

We now define K: GiX) -> FHiX). Let h e GiX). Then let KQi)\X-\ntx F[Z]

be the identity and for x e Q let A"(A) take the fiber through x onto itself such that

g-1oF-1oKih)oFogx: [0, l]-*[0, 1] is just r(Aofofo). Then by II.4 and

II.5 we easily have/(A) o Kih) = h. This implies that A"(/¡)=/(A)_1 o h and therefore

A"(/¡) is a homeomorphism. It should also be clear that A"(A) is also a fiber homeo-

morphism. To show that K is continuous from GiX) to FHiX) involves an argu-

ment similar to showing that / is continuous except one uses the continuity of r in

Proposition II.5 instead ofthat of «/«. We will omit the details of this. Now consider

the map T: Gca,niX) x FHiX) -+ GiX) defined by T(h, g) = h ° g. We claim that T

is continuous. Suppose that Tih, g) e (A", V) in GiX). Let A:'={P(r, x) : \t\^f\x)

and xe N with Fiq, x)e K for some (<7, x) e Z} u K. Now consider the space of all

continuous functions from K' to K', C(A"', K'). The set

FHiX)\K' = {g\K':geFHiX)}

is a subset of C(A", K'). Consider the space of all continuous functions from K'

to X, C(A"', X). Then composition is continuous from C(AT', X) x CiK', A"')

-+ CiK', X) by [12, Theorem 2.2, p. 259]. Let {K$ml and {LJti be collections of

compact subsets of A"' and {Kj}f=1 and {{/».}*_i be collections of open sets in Xsuch
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that (1) g\K'eryî=i(Ki,VtnK'); (2) h\K' eftf-i (A, Ut); and (3) if p
e H?.i (K¡, V, n A") and q e ftf-i (A, t7,), then 9 °/> e (Ä, F) for /> e C(A", A")
and q e C(K', X). Then we have that g e f)?-i (Kt, Vt), h e Hf-i (L¡, C/j), and for

peFH(X) and ?eCcail(I) with pefl?-! (K,, Vt) and ieflf-i^^ Ï°P
e (K, V). This implies that Fis continuous.

Now to show that Fis one-to-one. If T(h,g) = q, then using Proposition II.3

and Proposition II.5 we get that J(q) = h and K(q)=g. If we define

P: G(X) -> Gcan(A) x FH(X) by P(h) = (J(h), K(h)), then F is a homeomorphism

and Claim 3 is now proved.

Claim 4. FH(X)~FH(X)xl2.

Proof of Claim 4. The set of fiber homeomorphisms of X, FH(X), is homeo-

morphic as a function space to the space FH(Z) defined by A £ FH(Z) if and only

if he G(Z) and, for each xeN, h restricted to the arc [-/(x),/(x)] x{x} is an

orientation preserving homeomorphism of [—/(x),/(x)] x{x} onto itself. Now let

x0 e Q be fixed. Recall the definition of gx: [0, 1] -> [— /(x),/(x)] x{x} for x e N.

Now for h e FH(Z) let K(h) be defined by

gx 1 ° K(h) ogx = (g~1oho g^g-1 o h o gXo) -1

for all xe Q. Let K(h)(x) = x for x e N- Q. Then one can easily verify that K(h)

e FH(Z) and that AT is continuous from FH(Z) into FH(Z). Now let J(h) be such

that g~1 ° J(/i) o gx=gx„ ° h ° gXo for all x e g and 7(/z)(x) = x for x e A/— g. Then

J is continuous with J(h) e FH(Z) also. Now the image of J in FH(Z) is homeo-

morphic to //0(Fj by the map L which takes h e H0(I) to the map L(h) defined by

g'1 o L(h) o gx = h for all x e g and L(h)(x) = x for xeN-Q. Let FH0(Z) be the

image of H0(I) under L which is just the image of FH(Z) under K. Let FHX(Z) be

the image of FH(Z) under /. Then the map P: FH(Z)-+ FHx(Z)xFH0(Z)

defined by P(h) = (J(h), K(h)) is a homeomorphism. The inverse of F is just com-

position. But FH0(Z)~ H0(I) and thus FH0(Z)~l2 by Theorem III. 1. Therefore

FH(Z) x l2~FH(Z). Thus FH(X) x ¡2~FH(X) and Claim 4 is proved.

This last claim now completes the proof of Theorem III.2 which now follows

from Claim 3 and Claim 4.

III.3. Corollary. Suppose that X is separable and locally compact and admits a

nontrivial flow. Then a-compact subsets ofG(X) are negligible.

Proof. If X is locally compact, then G(A') is separable metric by [12, Theorem

5.2, p. 265]. By Theorem III.2, t7(A")~G(A) x l2. By a theorem of Anderson in [1],

this implies that a-compact subsets of G(X) are negligible.

III.4'. Remark. This is a typical corollary to many of the theorems to follow.

Once we have shown a certain function space F(A", Y)<=C(X, Y) to have the

property that F(X, Y)~F(X, Y)xl2, then if F(X, Y) is separable metric, then

a-compact subsets of F(A', Y) are negligible. It is well known that separability and

second countability are equivalent in metric spaces. Thus by [12, Theorem 5.2,
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p. 265] (together with [12, 13(b), p. 258] and Urysohn's metrization theorem

[12, p. 195]), F(X, Y) will be separable metric whenever A" is separable metric and

locally compact and Y is separable metric. We will not restate this corollary after

many of the theorems, but the reader should be aware of this application.

III.4'. Remark. As pointed out by the referee of this paper the proof of Corollary

III.3 simply required that G(X) be separable metric which is often the case even

when AMs not separable and a-compact. However, as he points out, a more general

corollary is possible using Cutler's results in [11]. Cutler has shown that for all

complete metric spaces Y, a-compact subsets of Fx/2 are negligible (Lemma 1

and Theorem 1 of [11]). Thus if G(X) is a complete metric space and X admits a

flow, then a-compact subsets ofG(X) x l2 are negligible. This remark has an applica-

tion to many of the other theorems of this paper in the same way as the previous

remark.

111.5. Remark. It is worth noting that even if X is metric and admits a flow,

a-compact subsets of G(A') may not be negligible. For example if one lets X be the

free topological union of uncountably many unit intervals {Ia : ae A}. In this case

G(X) is a topological group and the identity component of G(X) is homeomorphic

to Y\«za k~I\ccsA Ra by Theorem III. 1. However, \~[aeA Ra is realcompact and

\~[aeA Ra 'ess any one point is not. Thus not even one point sets are negligible in

this case.

We now want to make a few observations about the proof of Theorem III.2 and

point out that with only slight modification one can establish a number of other

function space results. In the next section some additional function spaces will be

dealt with and similar results obtained.

111.6. Theorem. Suppose that X admits a nontrivial flow and that E(X, Y) is the

space of all imbeddings of X into the metric space Y. Then E(X, Y)~E(X, Y) x l2.

Proof. We could define Fcan(A, Y) in a manner analogous to our definition of

GcanW. We could then define maps J: E(X, Y) -> ECin(X, Y) and K: E(X, Y)

-> FH(X) in a manner similar to the corresponding maps in the proof of Theorem

III.2. With these modifications the proof would be essentially the same.

Note that if e e E(X, Y), then the image of e is open (closed) in F if and only if

the image of J(e) is open (closed). Let us define Ecl(X, Y) to be the closed im-

beddings of X and Eop(X, Y) the open ones. The above remark implies that

T[J[Ecl(X, F)]xF//(A-)] = FclandF[y[F0P(A', Y)]x FH(X)] = Eop(X, Y).

111.7. Theorem. If X admits a nontrivial flow and Y is metric, then Ecl(X, Y)

~Eol(X, Y)xl2andE0P(X, Y)~Eop(X, Y)xl2.

To observe the next few theorems we need to observe our construction of the set

F[Z] in Xin the proof of Theorem III.2. If x0 has a nondegenerate orbit under the

flow F, then our construction of the set F[Z] could have been required to be within

any preassigned neighborhood of x0. Using this fact one can easily verify the

following results.
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111.8. Theorem. Let A be a closed subset of X and B any subset of X. Suppose

that X admits a nontrivial flow. Let G^8(I)={/eG(I) :fiA)<=B}. Then GA,BiX)

~GA,BiX)xl2.

111.9. Theorem. Suppose that X admits a nontrivial flow and that A is closed in X

and B is any subset of Y, a metric space. Then if EUX, A), ( Y, B)) is the function

space of all imbeddings of the pair iX, A) into the pair (F, B), then EUX, A), (Y, B))

~EiiX,A),iY,B))xl2.

III. 10. Theorem. Suppose that X admits a nontrivial flow. Let A be a closed

subset of X such that not all nondegenerate orbits of the flow are contained in A.

Then let GA(X)={fe GiX) ; f\A is the identity}. Then GAiX)~GAiX)xl2.

III. 11. Theorem. Suppose that X admits a nontrivial flow. Let A be closed in X

such that not all nondegenerate orbits of the flow are in A. Then let f: X —> Y be a

given imbedding of X into Y, Y a metric space. Then let

EfJX, Y) = {geEiX, Y) : g\A =f\A}.

ThenEfJX, Y)~EUA{X, Y)xl2.

We close this section with a similar theorem, but one which requires different

techniques. As in [1] we let the Hubert cube be the product F7j*L x [0, l]i = 7°° and

the pseudoboundary of 7e0 be the set of points x e 7°° such that, for some coordinate

/, x¡ = 0 or x¡=l. The pseudoboundary off00 is dense in 7m and «j-compact.

III. 12. Theorem. If X is the Hilbert cube and GPiX) is the space of homeo-

morphisms taking the pseudoboundary of X onto the pseudoboundary of X, then

GPiX)~GAX)xl2.

Proof. Let Ry be the two point compactification of the real numbers R. Denote

the two added points by oo and -co. Of course, P,~[0, 1] and 7?™~7C0. Consider

Ry as the space Xand the pseudoboundary of A'as the set of points (x¡) e Ry such

that, for some j, xy = oo or x,= —oo. For each xeP there is a homeomorphism

associated with x on Ry defined by fx(y) = x+y for y e R and fxiy)=y if y=co or

y= — oo. The map A: Rx Py —> Ry defined by Aix, y)=fxiy) is a flow on Rr Let

Ax : A™ x R? -> R? be defined by A"({xf), (ji)) = (z¡) where zi=fXiiyl). Then A™

is a topological group action of P°° on A™. Suppose now that fe GP(X). Then

let /(/) = (xi)ePco where x¡ is the ith coordinate of /((0, 0,...)). Note that

/(/) e Pv°° since fe GPiX). Now with each (x¡) e A°°, there is a homeomorphism

of Ry° associated with it under Am, namely, QHxl))iiyi)) = A*'((x¡), iy¡)). Of course

Q((x,))eGf(X) for all (xJeP00. Now let K(f)eGP(X) be defined by K(f)

= Qi-Jif))°f- Then if Gp,oW={/eGPW:/((0,0,...)) = (0,0,...)}, then
Kif) e GP,QiX). Define P: GP(X) -> A™ x GP,0(X) by ?(/)=(/(/), AY/)). Then it

is routine, if tedious, to verify that P is a homeomorphism. The inverse of P is just

P-1iixi),h)=Qiixi))°h. Now by [3], Rx~l2. Therefore GP(Ar)~Gi,(Ar)x/2 and

the theorem is proved.
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III. 13. Corollary. Let X be the Hubert cube. Then a-compact subsets ofGP(X)

are negligible.

4. Other function spaces. In this section we use the same techniques as in the

proof of Theorem III.2 to obtain results about other function spaces having

Hubert space as a factor. We will assume throughout this section that A"and Fare

metric spaces. Let g: X -> Y be continuous. We will say that g is totally arcwise

disconnected if for all y e Y, g~1(y) contains no nontrivial arcs. An example of such

a map would be a light map, that is, a g such that g~l(y) is totally disconnected

for all y e Y. Actually, g could have continuum point inverses and still be totally

arcwise disconnected, for instance if all the point inverses of g were pseudoarcs.

What is important in this section is the application of our results to light open

mappings. Let TAD (A", Y) denote the totally arcwise disconnected maps from X

to Y.

IV. 1. Theorem. Suppose that X admits a nontrivial flow. Then TAD (A, Y)

~TAD(X, Y)xl2.

Proof. Let F be a flow on X and let x0 be a point having a nondegenerate orbit

under F Recall the construction of the flow F' in the proof of Theorem III.2.

As in that proof call the new flow F since we will not need our original flow again.

Recall our construction of the local cross-section N through x0 and of the set

Zc[-l,l]xA. Recall that Q = intx F[[-l, 1] x N] n N. Now for each xeg

let gx:[0, 1]->[-/(*),/(*)] x{*} be linear with gx(0) = (-f(x), x) and gx(l)

= (/(x), x). Now if g e TAD (X, Y), then the map g ° F o gx: [0, 1] -> Y has the

property that it is constant on no interval for all xeg. That is, g ° F ° gx e D(I, Y).

Now define the maps J: TAD (A", Y) -* TAD (X, Y) and K: TAD (X, Y) -> FH(X)

by the conditions that K(g)\X-intx E[Z] is the identity and for xeg, K(g) on

the fiber through x is defined by the condition that g'1 ° F'1 ° K(g) o F°gx

= r(g ° F° gx) where r is as in §2 of the paper. Now K(g) can be shown to be a

fiber homeomorphism and K: TAD (X, Y) -> FH(X) can be shown to be con-

tinuous. One uses the results in §2 and the techniques used in the proof of Theorem

III.2 to show this. Now define J(g) as J(g)\X—intx F[Z]=g and for xeg, J(g)

is defined on the fiber through x by J(g) ° F ° gx = ifj(g ° F°gx). Then let

TADcan(X, Y) be the image of TAD (X, Y) under J. Then J is continuous and the

map F: TAD (X, Y) -* TADcan(A-, Y)xFH(X) defined by P(g) = (J(g), K(g)) is

a homeomorphism. The details are similar to the proof of Theorem III. 1. Since

FH(X)~FH(X) x l2 we then have that TAD (X, F)~TAD (A", Y) x l2 as asserted.

What is useful is that the map P in the proof of Theorem IV. 1 induces factoriza-

tions of other subspaces of TAD (A', Y) as well. Actually, if X= Y, then G(X)

cTAD (X, Y) and the F in the proof of Theorem IV. 1 restricted to G(X) is the F

in the proof of Theorem III.2. Let us denote the light mappings from A to F by

L (A', Y). Let the light open and the light closed maps be denoted by LO (A", Y)

and LCI (A', Y), respectively.
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IV.2. Theorem. Suppose that X admits a nontrivial flow. Then the following holds:

L(X, Y)~L(X, Y)xl2,LOiX, Y)~LOiX, Y) x l2, and LCI (X, r)~LCl(Jlf, Y)

xl2.

IV.3. Corollary. Suppose that X admits a nontrivial flow and that X is separable

and locally compact and that Y is separable. Then a-compact subsets of each of the

following function spaces are negligible: TAD (A7, Y), L^, Y), LO iX, Y), and

LCI iX, Y).

IV.4. Corollary. Let X be a manifold and Y be arbitrary. Then L(A", Y)

~LiX, Y)xl2, LOiX, Y)~LOiX, Y)xl2, andLCliX, F)~LC1(A", Y)xl2 and

each of these function spaces has the property that a-compact subsets are negligible

whenever X and Y are both separable.

IV.5. Remark. There are any number of other function spaces FiX, Y) for

which our techniques apply to give FiX, Y)~FiX, Y)xl2. For instance FiX, Y)

could be the finite to one open mappings, the finite to one closed mappings, the

countable to one mappings, the monotone mappings with hereditarily indecom-

posable point inverses, etc. Our list could be long.

5. Spaces which admit a flow. Here we will investigate a few of the spaces X for

which the theorems of §3 and §4 apply. Basically we show various ways that flows

may be induced on a space. Let 38 be the class of metric spaces which admit a

nontrivial flow. Suppose that Xe38 and that Fis a metric space. Then XxYe0¡

also. Thus GiXx Y)~GiXx Y)xl2 by Theorem III.2.

V.l. Theorem. If X contains an open set V with Ve38, then X e 38.

Proof. Let x e V have a nontrivial orbit under the flow F on V. Let xe U with

U open such that U<=- V and such that for all y e U, the orbit of y under F is non-

degenerate. Then there is a flow F' on V having as its set of fixed points the set

V— U and such that for each yeU, the orbit of y under F' is nondegenerate. The

flow F' can be extended to all of X by defining F\t, x) = x for all x £ V. Then F'

will be a nontrivial flow on X.

V.2. Corollary. If X contains a subset Y with nonempty interior such that Y is

homeomorphic to Rn or l2 or I™, then Xe38.

V.3. Corollary. If X contains an open set V such that V is homeomorphic to the

cone of V- V, then Xe38.

Proof. The cone of any space admits a nontrivial flow.

This implies that all spaces admitting a cone patch are in 01 and that Theorem

HI.2 is a proper generalization of the results in [15, §2].

V.4. Theorem. If X is a topological group which admits a nontrivial one parameter

subgroup, then Xe3$.
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Proof. Let /: F -> X be a nontrivial one parameter subgroup. Define

F: R x X-> X by F(t, x)=f(t)-x. Then F is a nontrivial flow.

V.5. Corollary. If X is a locally compact topological group which is not totally

disconnected, then X e3S.

Proof. This is well known. See for instance [26, p. 175, and Theorem 1, p. 192].

V.6. Example. An application of Corollary V.5 is that if A is a solenoid, then

G(X)~G(X) x l2. Another example is the infinite torus. Now if we have any locally

compact topological group X, we have that G(X)~XxP where

P = {feG(X):f(e) = e}

where e is the identity of the group X and X={LX : x e X} where Lx e G(X) is

the homeomorphism Lx(y) = x-y for all y e X. The homeomorphism between

G(A") and A^P is just H: G(X)->XxP defined by H(f) = (Lm,L^e) of). The

inverse of H is just composition. This implies that for X a solenoid and not the

circle or for A the infinite torus, G(A") is not a separable Fréchet manifold. Actually

in each of these cases G(A) has 2No arc components.

V.7. Theorem. If Xe 38 and f£(X)={K e X : K is compact} where <ë(X) has the

finite topology, then 'íf(X) e 38.

Proof. The finite topology is defined in [24, Definition 1.7]. We have that ^(X)

is metrizable by [24]. Let F be a nontrivial flow on X. Then define

F:Rx^(X)-^<€(X)

by F((t, K)) = F[{t} x K]. One can easily verify that F is a nontrivial flow on ^(X).

V.8. Remark. Notice that F induces a nontrivial flow on various subspaces of

'ß(X) as well, for instance on ^\(X), the subsets of X having at most n points,

^(X), the finite subsets of X, and the continuum subsets. Let 38 be a topological

property and let 3P(X)={K e <€(X) : K has 38}. Then F is a flow on 38(X) as well,

but perhaps trivial. The set 38(X) could be the countable and compact sets, the arcs,

the pseudoarcs, etc. The list could be long.

V.9. Example. If / is the unit interval then G(2')~G(2/)x/2. This is another

property which 2' has in common with Im. A long outstanding problem has been

whether 2' is homeomorphic to Ix.

V.10. Example. Suppose that A" admits a nontrivial flow F Let

F:Rx^(X)-^cê(X).

Let L e ^(X) be a compact subset of X which is not a singleton and which has a

nondegenerate orbit under F. Let K+L in ^(X) be on the orbit of L under Fin

(€(X). Clearly, if A(L, K) is an arc joining L and K lying in the orbit of L under F,

then A(L, K) does not intersect the set of singletons {{x} : x e X} which is closed in

<€(X). Let Y be open in <€(X) such that "T contains A(L, K) and for every C e V,
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the orbit of C under Pis nondegenerate. Then there is a flow F' on ^iX) such that

the set of fixed points of F' is just '€iX) — V. In the construction of F', the orbit of

L under F' will still contain K. Thus there will be a t e R such that F\t, L) = K. Let

g be the homeomorphism on &ÍX) defined by g(C) = F'(t, C). Then g(L) = K and

for every xe X, g({x}) = {x}. That is, using flows we have a way of constructing

homeomorphisms on ^(A) which are not the identity, but which are the identity

on the set of singletons. This technique also works for various subspaces of ^(X)

as well.

6. Some GiX) which are separable Fréchet manifolds. A separable Frêchet

manifold is a separable metric space which is locally homeomorphic to l2. What we

show in this section is that if X is the familiar sin (l/x)-curve, then GiX) is a

separable Fréchet manifold. We also show that for X the circle 1/x-curve, to be

defined later, GiX) is homeomorphic to l2.

There are a few lemmas which we will need in the subsequent proofs which we

first state and prove.

VI. 1. Theorem. Any two separable infinite-dimensional Banach spaces are

homeomorphic.

This theorem is due to Kadec (see [19] and [20]).

VI.2. Lemma. Let X be compact metric and B be a separable infinite-dimensional

Banach space. Then CiX, B) is a separable infinite-dimensional Banach space and

thus homeomorphic to B. If xeX and CI(I,ß) = {/eC(I,i):/(x) = 0}, then

CxiX, B) is also a separable infinite-dimensional Banach space and homeomorphic

to B.

Proof. Let | ||B be the norm of B. Define the norm of CiX, B) to be ||/||

= sup {||/(z)||B : z e X}. Let addition and scalar multiplication be defined pointwise

in CiX, B). Then CiX, B) becomes a separable infinite-dimensional Banach space

with this norm and these operations. Also CxiX, B) is a closed infinite-dimensional

subspace. By Theorem VI. 1 both of these spaces are homeomorphic to B.

Now let x¡ —>■ 0 be a sequence of real numbers with x¡ > x¡ + x for all «■'. Then let X

be the set of (x, y) in A2 such that x = 0 and — 1 S y á 1 or (x, y ) lies on one of the

segments joining (x2i_i, — 1) to (x2i, 1) or one of the segments joining (x2i, 1) to

ix2i-x, —1) for some /'. Then X is homeomorphic to the sin (l/x)-curve. Now let

HiX)={heGiX) : hiix2l_x, -l)) = (x2i_l5 -1) and A((x2¡, l)) = (x2i, 1) for all /}

and let 770(A')={A e HiX) : A|{0} x [-1, 1] is the identity}.

VI.3. Proposition. The spaces HiX) and H0iX) are homeomorphic to l2.

Proof. Let P be the positive integers and let P*=P u{oo} be the one point

compactification of P. Now let h e HiX) and i e P. Let / be defined on the segment

joining(x¡, —l)to(xi + 1, 1) for/odd and on the segment joining (x¡, l)to(xi + 1, —1)
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for / even and defined by f((x,y))=y. Then let hi=fiohofi-1. Then hieH0(I)

= {the orientation preserving homeomorphisms of/=[—1, 1]}. Let/« be defined

on {0}x[-l,l] by /œ((0,y))=y. Then let h^^f^ohof;1. Then again

hxeH0(I). Now let F: H(X)-> C(P*, H0(I)) be defined by F(h)(i)=h, and

F(h)(oo) = h<x. Then F is a homeomorphism of ¿/"(A") onto C(P*, H0(I)) and F

takes H0(X) onto C«,(P*, H0(I)). By Theorem ULI we have that H0(I)~l2.

Therefore H(X) and H0(X) are homeomorphic to l2 by Lemma VI.2.

VI.4. Definition. Let X be the set of points in RxR2 = R3 which are the

closure of the points {(x, exp (i/x)) : 0<x^ 1/2tt}. Let xne X be the point

(l/2mr, 1, 0) = (1/2«7T, exp (2mri)). Let H(X) be the homeomorphisms h of X such

that h(xn) = xn for all n. Let H0(X) be the subgroup of H(X) such that h\{Q}xSx

is the identity. We will call the space X the circle 1/x-curve.

VI.5. Proposition. Let X be the circle l/x-curve. Then H(X) and H0(X) are

homeomorphic to l2.

Proof. We first note that if H0(S1) is the group of orientation preserving homeo-

morphisms h of the unit circle suchthat A(l)=l, then H0(S1)~l2 by Theorem III.l.

Now let /' e F and let S} be the points in X whose first coordinate lies between

l/2(/+ 1)tt and 1/2/V. Let f: SI -> 51 be defined by f((x, y))=y for (x, y) e S?.

Then for h e H(X) let h, be defined by/i¡=/í ° h °f~x. Then h¡ is well defined and

hiSH^S1). Let /00:{0}x51^51 be defined by /œ((0, y))=y. Then let h^

=f°°°h°fr1- Then hx e H0(SX) also. Define F: H(X) -> C(P*, H^S1)) by

F(h)(i) = hi and F(h)(co) = hm. Then F is a homeomorphism onto and F takes

H0(X) onto CW(P*, //0(51)). Therefore #(A") and H0(X) are homeomorphic to /2

by Lemma VI.2.

The next lemma is a routine result in function space topology which we will not

prove. We simply want to isolate it for reference.

VI.6. Lemma. Suppose that X and Y are compact metric spaces and that {f¡} is a

sequence of continuous functions from X into Y. Let fe C(X, Y). Then {/¡} does not

converge uniformly tof if and only if there is a sequence x¡ —> x in X and a subsequence

{fi) of{f} such thatfu(x^^y^f(x).

If the sine function is restricted to the interval [n/2 + kTr, 7r/2 + (Á:-l-l)7r] where k

is an integer, then it is one-to-one and continuous onto [—1, 1]. Therefore it has an

inverse, the arcsine function. We will identify this branch of the arcsine function

as the k-branch. We will be mainly interested in the 0-branch mapping [—1, 1]

onto [77/2, 37t/2] and the 1-branch mapping [—1, 1] onto [37r/2, 57r/2]. Now suppose

that x,ye[TT/2 + kTT,Tr/2+(k+l)tT] and z, we [tt/2+mtr, 7r/2 + (m + 1)tt]. Then if

sinx=sinz and sinj^sinw, then for any OáfáSl, sin(tx+(l — t)y)

= sin (tz+(I —t)w). This implies that for any ^-branch of the arcsine, if a, b

e [—1,1], then sin (i(arcsin a) + (l — i)(arcsin b)) is independent of k for all

re [0,1].
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VI.7. Lemma. For all a, be [-1,1] and all t e [0, 1],

sin (i(aresin a) + (l -i)(arcsin b))

is independent of the choice of k-branch for the arcsine function.

We are now prepared to state the first main theorem in this section.

VI.8. Theorem. Let X be the sin il/x)-curve. Then GiX) is homeomorphic to

l2xN where N is the integers.

Proof. Let R+ ={x e R : x^O}. We will describe Zas a compactificafion of R+.

Basically Xwill be the minimum compactification of R+ allowing an extension of

the sine function. We will think of I as i?+ together with the added points

A={d : a e [— 1, 1]}. For a e [— 1, 1], a neighborhood basis for ä is the collection

of all sets of the form

G(r, e, a) = {xe R+ : x > r and |sin x —a| < e} U {ße A : \ß — a\ < «}

where r e R+ and e>0. Let us observe at this point that if fe GiX), then/[A+]

= A + and f[A] = A. Now define A : GiX) -^Nby

^=í^W2^+i)-K+i)]-
Claim 1. The function h is well defined and a topological group homomorphism

onto the integers.

Proof of Claim 1. Since /is a homeomorphism of X, /(Ï) = T or/(î)= -Î. Let

y=/(ï). Now since 2¿7r+7r/2-^ Î in X, we must have that fi2kTr+Tr/2)->y.

Therefore there is an integer K such that for k^K,fi2kv + Tr/2) e Oil, \, y). Then

for k^K we have that fi2kn + -n/2) e(7r«fc + 7r/2 —w/3, Trnk + Tr/2 + Tr/3) for some

integer nk. We claim that for some L^K it is true that for all k^L, nk + x = nk + 2.

If this were not so, one could construct a sequence xf e A+ such that x¡ —> oo,

|sin x¡—1| ^e>0 with sin/(Xi) = y for all i. This would contradict the continuity

of/"1 on X. Now since /(2¿7r + 7r/2) -vy we get that for k^L, fi2kTr+Tr/2)

= nkTT + Tr/2 + ek where ek -> 0 as k —> oo. Thus for k^L,

il/TT)[fi2kTT + Tr/2)-i2kTT + TT/2)] = nk + 2k + bJit = nL-2L+ek/TT.

Therefore A(/) = nL — 2L and this is an integer.

Suppose now that/ ->/0 in GiX) and that A(/) = n¡ for all i. Let/0(ï) = y where

y=\ or y= - 1. Let K be an integer such that for all integers ¿^ K, /0(2¿-n- + 7r/2)

eÍTmk+TT/2 — Tr/3,Tmk+Tr/2+Tr/3) with nk+1=nk + 2. We claim that there is an

integer P such that for all itP,ft(2kTr+n/2) e ÍTrnk+Tr/2-Tr/3, Tmk+Tr/2+Tr/3) for

all k^L for some integer L^K. If not, then there is a subsequence {ffj} and a

sequence {k¡} such that/;(2¿;7r + 7r/2) -> — y which would contradict Lemma VI.4.

But then for all i^P it is clear that hif¡) = nL—2L=A(/0). Thus A is continuous.
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To show that A is a homomorphism of the group G(A") into the integers N we

note that we could have defined h in the following equivalent manner:

h(f) m I um  [f((k + eky+^-(kn+^

where ek -> 0 as k ->■ oo. For any sequence ek -*■ 0, the limit will be the same. Now

suppose that h(f) = n¡ and h(g) = ng. Then f(k-n + -n/2)-= (k + nf + ek)7r + Tr/2 where

ek -> 0. Thus g ° f(kv + it/2)=g((k + n¡ + ek)Tr + tt/2) = (k + nf + ng)-n + 8k where 8k -s- 0

as k -> oo. Thus

- lim
77 Jc-.cn

g „/(** + *)-(for + ¡)_ = ng + nf.

That is, h(g o f)=h(g)+h(f).

To show that h is onto let n>0 be an integer. We define fn: X-> X by the

following formula for x e R+ :

fn(x) = x(w+l),       0 ^ x ^ 77,

=   X + W77, X   ^   77.

Then for /Se [-1,1] define fn(ß) = ß for n even and for n odd let fn(ß)

= sin ((377/2 — arcsin/S) + 77/2) where we use the 0-branch of the arcsine function.

Then using Lemma VI.7 one can show that/n is continuous from X onto X for n

odd. It is easier to see that/n is continuous for n even. Clearly/„ is one-to-one and

thus a homeomorphism of A'onto X. Now h(fn) — n and h(f~1)= —n and thus h is

onto.

Claim 2. The subgroup ker h of G(X) is contractible.

Proof of Claim 2. By the definition of h,

ker/i = ifeG(X) : lim \fÍ2k7r+^-(2k7T +
2)

0

Let i e [0, 1] and fe ker h. Then define H(t,f)(x) = tx + (\ - t)f(x) for x e R+ and

for ae[—1,1] with ß=f(ä) let //(i,/)(<*) = sin (i arcsin a + (\ —t) arcsin ß) for

some choice of Âr-branch for the arcsine function. Then by Lemma VI.7, H(t,f) is

well defined. Now H(t,f) is clearly one-to-one and onto. Using Lemma VI.7 one can

verify that H(t,f) : X-+ X is also continuous. Therefore H(t,f) e G(X). We will

now show that H: [0, 1] x ker h -> ker h is continuous. We will then have proved

that ker h is contractible. Suppose that His not continuous. Then there is a sequence

ti -> tQ and ft ->/o such that H(tt,fi) 4> H(t0,f0). By Lemma VI.6, there is a

sequence x;-->x0 in Hfa^fi^Xj) ->■ y^H(t0,f0)(x0). Let us resubscript so that

H(ti,fi)(Xi)->y. It should be clear that we can take x¡ e R+ for all /and x0 = âeyi.

Case (i). <x = I or cê= —I.

We will treat the case â=ï. The case <x= -I is similar. Since/¡->/0 uniformly

we must have f(xi) ->■ Ï by Lemma VI.6. Since each f e ker h, this implies that
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\xi-fixi)\ ->0. But then |xÉ —(^¡ + (1 -/i)/(x¡))| -»0 also. That is,

\xi-Hiti,fi)ixi)\-+0   and    Af^,/)^)-^ Ï,

a contradiction. Therefore ä=£\. Also «¡^ — Î.

Case (ii). a e (—1, 1).

Then let x¡ = z¡ + 2¿¡7r where 7r/2 ̂  z¡ g 57T-/2. Also let fixi)=yi + 2piTr where

Tr/2^yi^5Tr/2 and let/(x¡) = iVj + 2^ where tt/2^w¡á5t7-/2. There is an integer P

such that for i^P we have that x¡, y¡, and w, are in the open interval (it/2, 5tt/2).

By the continuity of A we have that |w¡—JjI —> 0 and from some point on /7¡ = ¿j

=«7¡. We will assume that this is true for i^P. We may also assume that for iTzP

that z¡, y i, vv¡ ̂ 37r/2. If/(ä)=ß, then sin z¡ —>- a, sin j¡ -> /? and also sin Wj -> /?. We

now use Lemma VI.7. Now 77(?i,/Xxi) = rixi + (l-<Y)/(xi) and

lim H(ti,ft)(Xi) = lim sin (r¡x¡ + (l -«^/¡(X))
Í-* OO Í-* OO

= lim sin (íjZ¡ + (l — ti)Wi) = lim sin (/¡Zj + O — tt)yt)
i-.00 Î-.0O

= sin (i*0 arcsin a + il—t0) aresin ß) = 77(r0,/0)(«í),

again a contradiction. Therefore 77 is continuous and ker A is contractible.

Claim 3. The space ker A is a separable Fréchet manifold.

Proof of Claim 3. Since ker A is a topological group we only need to show that

there is one open set in ker A homeomorphic to l2. Let

O = ífe ker A : f(k«+j\ e (kn, {k + l)n)\-

Now O is open in GiX) and we will proceed to show that 0~l2. For each

k = 0, l, 2,... let fk: [k-n-, (¿+ l)7r] -> [0, l] be a linear map with /c(¿tt) = 0 and

/fe((jfc+l>r)=l. Then define A{r, x) = xexp(r) for all re A and all x e [0, l]. Then

A : R x [0, l] ->- [0, l] is a topological group action of the additive reals on [0, l],

that is, a flow. The associated map i:Ä-> G([0, I]) is an imbedding. Also for a

fixed t e (0, l), the map r->rexp(r) is a homeomorphism of A onto (0, l). Now

let c0={(/"i) : rte R for all /' and r¡ -»■ 0}. We give c0 the supremum norm. Then c0

is a separable infinite-dimensional Banach space and hence homeomorphic to l2.

For each (r¡) e c0 define the function A((«"¡)) on Z by L((r¡))(x) =/."" 1(^(/'fc,/fc(x))) for

x e [ktr, ik + 1)tt] and L((/-¡))(a) = «i for ote [—1,1]. Then one can show that

L: c0 -> G(Z) is an imbedding of c0 into GiX) as a topological group. The details

are fairly routine and will be omitted. Note that L[c0]^O.

Now suppose that/e O. Then let P(/) = (r¡) where rk is defined byfkifikTr + Tr/2))

= (l/2)exp(r"). Then one can show that F: O ->■ c0 is continuous. Also P ° L: c0 ->■ c0

is the identity map. Now let fe O and associate with / the map Qif)

= (L o AX/))"1 o/ Then ß(/) e G(Z) and ß(/) leaves the points ¿7r+7r/2 fixed for

all k = 0, 1, 2,.... The map ß is a continuous retraction of O onto the set of all

functions which leave the points {kTr + Tr/2: k = 0, 1,2,...} fixed. Now let

P: O -> c0 x ß[0] be defined by P(/)=(P(/), ß(/)). Then P is a homeomorphism.
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The inverse of F is just the map P~1((xi),f)=L((xi)) °/. By Proposition VI.3,

Q[0] is homeomorphic to l2. Thus O is homeomorphic to l2 x l2. Thus O is homeo-

morphic to /2.

Claim 4. The space ker h is homeomorphic to l2.

Proof of Claim 4. We simply use Claim 2 and Claim 3 and the result of Hender-

son in [17]. Any contractible separable Fréchet manifold is homeomorphic to l2

and ker h is a contractible separable Fréchet manifold.

Now clearly G(A")~ker hxN and thus G(Z)~/2xN by Claim 4. The proof of

Theorem VI.8 is now complete.

VI.9. Theorem. Let X be the sin (l/x)-curve and let G0(X) be the group of

homeomorphisms of X which are the identity on the limit arc. Then G0(X)~l2 x N.

Proof. The topological group homomorphism h : G(X) —> N defined in the

proof of Theorem VI.8 has the property that h0=h\G0(X) is onto the even integers.

The contraction H of ker h described in the proof of Claim 2 in the proof of

Theorem VI.8 has the property that it also contracts ker h0. Now in Claim 3 in the

proof of Theorem VI.8, if we let

O0 = O n G0(X) = {fe ker h0 : f(kTT+-n/2) e (krr, (k+ l)n)},

then O0~c0xg[O0] as there. Now appealing to Proposition VI.3 we get that

g[O0] is homeomorphic to l2. Thus O0~l2 and kerA0 is a separable Fréchet

manifold. Thus ker/i0~/2 by [17]. Thus G0(X)~l2xN.

VI. 10. Theorem. The group of homeomorphisms of the circle l/x-curve is homeo-

morphic to l2.

Proof. We will use the following model of the circle l/x-curve for this proof.

Let X=R+uS1 where F+={xeF:x^0} and S1={ze R2 : \z\ = 1}. We

consider R+ and 51 as disjoint and topologized in the following manner. For

x e R+ a neighborhood basis for x in X is any neighborhood basis for x in R + .

Now for x e 51, x will have as a neighborhood basis neighborhoods of the form

0(r, e, x) = {y e R+ : y>r and |exp (iy) — x\ <e} u {ze 51 : \z — x| <e} where

r e R+ and e> 0. In terms of sequences, if xn e R+ and z e 51, then xn -> z in A" if

and only if xn -*■ oo and exp (ixn) —> z.

Now let h : R —> R be a function. We will say that h is semiperiodic if h(x + 2ir)

= A(x) + 2tt for all x e R. We now letfe G(X) and define F: Rx G(X) -*■ R by

F(r,f) = /lim [/(,- +2¿7r)-(r + 2Â:77)]\+r.

Claim 1. The map Fis continuous and for a fixed fe G(X), F(r,f) is a semi-

periodic homeomorphism of R onto R. For a fixed re R, F(r,f) is a topological

group homomorphism of G(X) onto R. Also for a fixed fe G(X),

Km \F(r,f)-f(r)\ = 0.
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Claim 2. If A is a semiperiodic homeomorphism of A onto A, then for any

t e [0, l],/(x) = ?x + (l —r)A(x) is also a semiperiodic homeomorphism of A onto A.

Claim 3. The space GiX) is contractible.

Proof of Claim 3. Let fe GiX), re [0,1], and reA + . Then define H(t,f)(r)

= tr + i\-t)fir). For zeS1, let exp(/x) = z for xeA and define H(t,f)(z)

=exp(z(/x-l-(l-/)P(x,/))). Then H{t,f) e GiX) and is well defined and

H: [0, 1] x GiX) -+ GiX) is a contraction of G(X) to e.

Claim 4. The space GiX) is a separable Fréchet manifold.

Proof of Claim 4. Let O = {/ e GiX) : f(2kir) e (2¿tt - tt, 2kn + tt) for k = 1, 2,...

and/(l)^-l in S1}. Then O is open in GiX). We will show that G~/2. Let

fk: [2kiT — Tr, 2kTT + Tr] -> [0, 1] be linear for ¿=1,2,... with fki2kn — tt) = 0 and

/(2¿t7 + tt)= 1. Let A: A x [0, 1] -> [0, 1] be defined by Air, t) = tex*r\ Then A is a

flow on [0, 1]. Now let c={(x¡) : xf e A for all /' and x¡ -> x0 for some x0 e A}.

If we give c the supremum norm, then c becomes a Banach space which is separable

and infinite dimensional. Now let (x¡) e c and suppose that x¡ -> x0. We define

L: c->GiX) by £((*,)) =/ where /(x) = x for x e [0, *] and Ax)=fiT1A(xlc,Mx))

for xe [2¿7T —tt, 2kTr + n], some ¿=1, 2,.... Now for zeS1 we define/(z) in the

following manner. If z= — 1, then/(z) = z. If z^= — 1, then suppose that exp iiy) = z

where 7r<>><37r and define

/(z) = exp(//1-1(^o,/1(>')))).

Then using the fact that x¡ -> x0 one can verify that /isa homeomorphism of X

onto Z. The map L: c -> GiX) is a topological group imbedding. Also L[c]^0.

Now Iet/e O and define the map F: O -> c by F(f) = (xl) where

/(2¿7r)=/k-1(^(xfc,A(2¿7r))).

Then (x¡) e c since x¡ -»> x0, where

/(l) = exp(//r1(^(^o,/i(27r)))).

Now the map F: O -> c is continuous. Now define Q: O —>0 by Qif)

=L o Fif)-1 of Then ß is continuous and Q[0] is the set of all/e G(Z) such that

/(1)=1 in51and/(2¿7r) = 2¿7rfor¿ = 0, 1,2,.... Now by Proposition VI.5 we have

that ß[G]~/2. Define P:0->cx Q[0] by P(/) = (P(/), ß(/)). Then Pis a homeo-

morphism. Now c~l2 and ß[G]~/2 and thus G~/2. Since GiX) is a topological

group we have shown that GiX) is a separable Fréchet manifold and the proof of

Claim 4 is complete.

Now we have that GiX) is a contractible separable Fréchet manifold. Therefore

G(A')~/2 by [17]. The proof of Theorem VI.10 is now complete.

VI.ll. Theorem. Let X be the circle l/x-curve. Let G0iX) be the group of

homeomorphisms of X which are the identity on the limit circle. Then G0iX)~l2 x N.

Proof. We define A: G0(A") -> N by A(/)=(l/2ir) Iinv.« [/(2¿tt)-2¿tt]. Then A

is a topological group homomorphism and is onto the integers N. Now ker A is
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contractible by the contraction described in Claim 3 in the proof of Theorem VI. 10.

Now letting O0 = O n G0(X) we have that if L is as in the proof of Claim 4 in the

proof of Theorem VI. 10, L: c^-O, then L[c0]=L[c] n O0. Also F: O -*■ c has the

property that F[O0] = c0. Now g|G0 takes O0 into O0. Defining F: O0 -> c0 x g[O0]

as F | O0, then F is a homeomorphism. Now c0 is a Banach space and Q[O0]~l2 by

Proposition VI.5. Thus O0~l2 and thus ker h is a separable Fréchet manifold. This

implies that ker h~l2 and that GQ(X)~l2 x N.

It should be clear that our techniques could analyze the topological structure

of many other G(X) where X is compact or locally compact and has a dense open

subspace homeomorphic to either R+ or R. For many spaces of this type G(X) can

be analyzed by simply applying the theorems in this section. For others one would

have to repeat some of the techniques in order to make the analysis.
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